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 → Definition

 → Low-latency gravitational waves detection

 → EM follow-up

 → The story of GW170817
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Use multiple and complementary channels 
to study astrophysical objects
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Solar flare

Binary neutron star
merger
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Binary neutron star
merger

GW170817

GRB 170817A
AT 2017gfo
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Binary neutron star
merger

GW170817

GRB 170817A
AT 2017gfo

Gravitational waves

 → mass

 → spin

 → eccentricity

 → system orientations

 → luminosity distance

 → rate of CBC events

 → internal physics

Photons

 → precise sky location (~arcsec)

 → host galaxy

 → redshift

 → local environment

 → emission processes

 → acceleration mechanisms

 → internal physics
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GW low-latency analysis

Handford

Livingston

Virgo

LIGO-Virgo data are recorded at the sites:
– O(100,000) channels / detector
– ~ 4 TB of data is recorded 
– Calibration  → h(t) data

~ + 10 seconds~ + 10 seconds
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GW low-latency analysis

Handford

Caltech

Livingston

Virgo

Hannover

LIGO-Virgo data are transfered to computing centers:
– Caltech, USA
– Virgo, Italy
– Hannover, Germany
 → Low-latency searches are conducted

~ + 1 second~ + 1 second
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GW low-latency analysis

~ + 60 seconds~ + 60 seconds
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Candidate database

GW
15
12
26
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Candidate database

GW
15
12
26

+1 min

modeled search

physical parameters
(preliminary)
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Candidate database
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modeled search
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FAR ~ 950 yr-1
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Candidate database

GW
15
12
26

+1 min

modeled search

physical parameters
(preliminary)

multiple detections over time

FAR ~ 950 yr-1
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Human Vetting

 → Preliminary GCN notice is issued

 → Electronic alerts (emails, texts, phone calls) are sent to 
LIGO-Virgo people

 → Virtual meeting with many people
– detector control rooms
– detector experts
– run coordinators
– detector characterization experts
– search pipeline managers
– calibration experts

 → The gravitational-wave candidate is scrutinized:
– data quality
– detector status
– event preliminary parameters
– first sky map

 → GCN notice is updated
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Human Vetting

 → Preliminary GCN notice is issued

 → Electronic alerts (emails, texts, phone calls) are sent to 
LIGO-Virgo people

 → Virtual meeting with many people
– detector control rooms
– detector experts
– run coordinators
– detector characterization experts
– search pipeline managers
– calibration experts

 → The gravitational-wave candidate is scrutinized:
– data quality
– detector status
– event preliminary parameters
– first sky map

 → GCN notice is updated

PUBLIC A
LERTS

 IN O3
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Sky maps

~1 minute 
Preliminary parameter estimation 
given by the search pipeline:

– source parameters (template)
– rough sky position

~ a few minutes
Rapid analysis for parameter 
estimation (BAYESTAR)

~ hours/days
Full (and final) parameter estimation 
analysis (LALInference)

 → Notices are sent whenever a sky map is updated

GW150914
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EM follow-up
Swift Fermi

VLT

SkyMapper Master

TAROT

TOROS

Pi of the Sky

MWA

LOFAR

VLA

Many teams of astronomers 
participate to EM-follow 
campaigns, in every wavelengths

Integral
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EM follow-up

 → No EM counterpart is expected 
from a binary black hole merger

 → Intense EM follow-up campaign 
took place anyway

 → Several candidate counterparts were 
identified:

– Supernovae population
– Dwarf novae
– Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN)

 → Unrelated to GW events

GW150914

Sky map 
coverage
86%
50%
90%
100%
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2017, Aug. 17
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GW detection

LIGO Livingston
Noise-subtracted data

LIGO Hanford

Virgo
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GW detection

LIGO Livingston
Noise-subtracted data

LIGO Hanford

VirgoSNR
 → 26.4 (LIGO Livingston)
 → 18.8 (LIGO Hanford)
 → 2.0 (Virgo)

Combined SNR
32.4

False-alarm rate
10-6/year

Long event in the data 
~100 s
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GW sky localization

Rapid localization
LIGO only
190 deg2 Rapid localization

LIGO+Virgo
31 deg2

Final localization
LIGO+Virgo

28 deg2

Why Virgo is so crucial to improve
the sky localization?
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Virgo beam pattern
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GW170817: final parameters

 → Can we claim we are dealing with 2 neutron stars?

 → Why 2 spin hypotheses?

 → Why is the uncertainty better for a low-spin system?

 → Why is the distance ~1 order magnitude lower than for black holes?
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Gamma ray burst
 → Brightest electromagnetic 

events in the Universe

 → prompt emission: a few 
milliseconds to a few hours
 → afterglow in all 

wavelengths for months

 → progenitors: binary 
neutron star merger (short) 
or massive star collapse 
(long)

 → We detect ~1 GRB every 
day
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EM emission

 → Merger (GW)
 → Rapid acretion (<1s)
 → Collimated relativistic jet
 → Short-duration GRB
 → Afterglow (interaction of the jet 

with circum-burst medium)
 → Kilonova

 → EM follow-up in every 
wavelengths and over a long time
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2017, Aug. 17

Host galaxy NGC 4993 
in the Swope field of 
view

The discovery of an optical 
transient has been reported by 
6teams:
- SWOPE (10.86 h)
- DLT40 (11.08 h)
- VISTA (11.24 h)
- MASTER (11.31 h)
- DECam (11.40 h)
- Las Cumbres (11.57 h)
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EM follow-up sequence

T0 = GW detection
+1.7s: Gamma ray burst 
detected by Fermi

+40 min: GW alert is sent

+9 d: detection of an X-ray 
counterpart
+16 d: detection of a radio 
counterpart
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Spectrum measurement
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Kilonova

 → Concept introduced in 2010 by Metzger et al.

 → Main source of r-process nuclei (heavy elements)

 → First kilonova ever detected!
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GW170817
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O3

 → In O3, GW candidates are publicly and automatically 
released a few minutes after the detection

 → Sky maps and the source category are provided

 → Astronomers choose (or not) to follow-up the candidates
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Conclusions
 → The detection of gravitational waves has offered a new channel for multi-

messenger astronomy

 → First multi-messenger GW-EM event detected in 2017

 → Rich science can be accomplished

 → LIGO-Virgo O3 run started in April 2019 with improved sensitivities and will last 
~1 year

 → What’s next?
 → new GW detectors will join the network (KAGRA, LIGO India)
 → next generation of GW detectors is in preparation

– Advanced LIGO and Virgo + (~2025)
– LISA space interferometer (~2030) 
– Einstein telescope and cosmic explorer (>2030)
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